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We’re here to help get people to a better place
Since 1973, Tyne has stood by the North East’s most vulnerable
people. Through our housing, support, healthcare, training and
investment in communities, we help get people to a better place.

Better support
Support from Tyne starts with the relationship, no two people are the
same, so we lead with progressive and individual support. It could be
finding a home, breaking an addiction or building skills for the future,
we can provide stability, safety and straight-talking guidance.

Better opportunities
Beyond helping individuals, we invest in the region and in our
communities. Our independence empowers us to work with an open
mind, embracing new opportunity that can influence change and
transform lives.

Better together
Our belief in people is at the heart of everything we do. We are there
when people need us most because we see potential in every person.
It is our team who put our belief into action and go the extra mile,
giving everyone a chance to get to a better place.

Who we are



We believe in people
We believe in their strength, willpower and courage.
We believe in each other, in those we support and in our community.

We won't give up
We stand by our region's most vulnerable people, we believe that
everyone deserves a chance to get to a better place.

We activate change
We are a catalyst for change, supporting small steps that lead to
bigger transformations.

We're better together
We invest in our region and our communities.
We’re serious about progress and take pride in our relationships.
We work with an open mind and embrace new opportunity.

Our Values



Recruitment Pack:
Sessional Project Worker

Our team at the Joseph Cowen Health Centre, are friendly and
approachable. Whether it’s a coffee and a chat, or an
appointment with the GP, we do our absolute best to connect
everyone who visits us with the support that they need.

We encourage all people who come to the centre to take part in
the various activities that we run, and we’ve recently invested
some money to create a fantastic space upstairs where we
should be able to do a lot more. We run a needle exchange to
help keep people safe, and also provide lots of health and
sexual health advice, as well as providing food bank vouchers
which are such a vital service, especially at the moment.

These last few weeks we've seen a real increase in usage of the
centre, especially in the requests for food bank vouchers, where
many of these new visitors will likely become regular visitors in
the future.

We exist to support our region's most vulnerable people, many
of whom don't have access to a GP, so our volunteer GP service
with Dr Joe is such a vital part of what we do. We find that
people coming to see Dr Joe opens up opportunities for so
many other things, from housing advice to addiction services,
sexual health, mental health, counselling and more.

We're looking forward to growing our team here at the Joseph
Cowen Health Centre, right now is an exciting time for the organisation
where we're working hard to invest in and develop our services in order
to best support our region's most vulnerable.



Job Description

Job Title: Sessional Project Worker

Responsible to: Learning and Wellbeing Manager

Job Purpose: With the support and guidance of the Senior Project
Worker, provide support to ensure the day to day
provision of a comprehensive health and social
care service to visitors of the Joseph Cowen Health
care Service.

Main Duties:

1. To assist in the provision of health care services to clients of the
Joseph Cowen Health Care Centre.

2. To assist, with other staff team members, a support, befriending,
information and advice service to clients attending the Joseph
Cowen Health Care Centre.

3. To contribute to the process to ensure that the Joseph Cowen Health
Care Centre is maintained in a clean, tidy and safe fashion and to
encourage users of the centre to take a full part in this.

4. To help clients of the Joseph Cowen Health Centre to make good use
of the facilities available to them, both at the Health Care Centre and
to ensure that they are able to access other local resources.

5. To assist in the administration and day to day management of
resources at the Joseph Cowen Health Care Centre.

6. Other duties consistent with the successful management of the
Joseph Cowen Health Care Centre, as directed by the Senior Project
worker

7. To be a member of a pool of sessional workers which can be called
upon, frequently at short notice, to provide support to full-time
employees



Person Specification
Essential skills and experience:

(to be evidenced at application and interview).

● Competent in using IT systems for record keeping and seeking information.
● Empathy
● Communication and listening skills
● A commitment to the values of Tyne

Values are at the core of Tyne Housing.

As an employer, we will provide exceptional skills training and personal
development opportunities to all of our people.

If you have experience in a similar role or organisation you may wish to use
examples from that experience, but we are just as interested in people who may
not have direct experience but share our values and our commitment to making
a difference.

We encourage applications from people who can demonstrate to us, and to the
people who use our services, the following key behaviours;

Our Purpose: We’re here to help people get to a better place.

Core value Key behaviours for all staff
and volunteers

Key behaviours for
line managers

We believe in people

We believe in their
strength, willpower
and courage. We
believe in each other,
in those we support
and in our
community.

Good listening skills

Comfortable
communicating with a
wide range of people

Approachable

Ambitious for our people
and our local
communities

Empathetic

Respect for the
team

Active listening skills

Understanding of
work and personal
life

Supportive



We won’t give up

We stand by our
region’s most
vulnerable people, we
believe that everyone
deserves a chance to
get to a better place.

Respectful

Resilient

Passionate about the work

Honest and truthful -
straight talking

Tenacious - getting things
done

Builds confident
teams

Instils positivity

Instils self belief

Seeks to
understand
underlying issues

We activate change

We are a catalyst for
change, supporting
small steps that lead
to greater
transformations.

Appreciates the role of
safety and stability as
foundations for positive
change.

Promotes access to
opportunities

Creative and flexible
approach

Builds trust

Can challenge in a
positive way

Positive about
change

Leads by example

Move forward
attitude

Inspirational

We’re better together

We invest in our
region and in our
communities. We’re
serious about
progress and take
pride in our
relationships. We work
with an open mind
and embrace new
opportunity.

Belief in partnerships

Takes pride in our work

Values all roles in the
team

Take responsibility for
each other - going the
extra mile

Reflective - learning from
each other

Outward looking

Looks to the whole
system

Promotes our work
externally

Learns from best
practice.



Terms and Conditions

Pay per hour: £10.08 per hour

Hours of work: On an adhoc basis to cover staff absences

Specific terms and conditions will be as stated in the Terms and Conditions
of Employment document

Support and supervision will be provided by Byker Bridge House Manager

Tyne is an accredited Investor In People and Equal Opportunities employer
as well as holding a silver Better Health At Work Award.

This post is subject to an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Check.

How to apply

To apply for this role please ensure you have taken the time to read
through the job description before completing your application.
Applications must be filled out online using our google form. You can find
this via this link. You can request a copy of this by emailing
info@tynehousing.org.uk or calling reception on 0191 265 8621.

Tyne HA is a registered society under the Co-operative and Community Benefits Societies Act
2014 number 21011R and is a charitable housing association

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScfs5-_9uESzB4KjsP5092XWWetQZdkD_KsIaw9jB0CoMIOGQ/viewform?usp=sf_link

